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1. (15%) The circuit as shown contains passive elements and ideal operation amplifiers. The sub-circuit inside
the dash-line box on the right is equivalent to an inductor.
(a) (10%) Please express the inductance value in terms of RI,Cz, R3,Rq, and R5.
(b) (5%) Write down the transfer function V,(s)Ni(s).

2. (20%) The schematic of a state-variable filter as shown contains passive elements and ideal operationa

amplifiers. Please derive the transfer fhctions of vl(s)/vi(s) and v3(s)/vi(s).

13. (15%) The circuit shown is a Wilson current mirror made by bipolar-junction transistors. Assume thl
collector current is related to the base current by I,

= PIb,please

derive its current gain IdIREF.

4. (10%)
(a) (5%) Design VGto let the drain current to be 1 mA, where kC,,=

(

100 CI&,

L= 0.25 p,
W= 5 pn, and

Vt= 0.7 V. (5)
(b) (5%) If connect a source resistance between the source terminal of the MOSFET to ground, what is the
value of I& to reduce the gain by 20%?
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5. (15%) Analyze the active-loaded common-source amplifier shown below, where
.
. ha=50 pA:

(a) (5%) Calculate the low-frequency small-signal gain (vJvi).
(b) (10%) Determine the 3-dB frequencyfx.
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6. (25%) For the circuit shown below:
(a) (10%) Determine Ad (dB) arid A, (&) .
(b) (5%) Determine the small-signal input resistance.
(c) (10%) Assuming a load of 1pF is connected, plot CMRR (dB).
slopes.
Circuit parameters:
(W/L),=(W/L),=(W/L),=
Rc= 50 K, (V&=

20
50 V,

P= 100,

=,,,V
)(,
20Vl (C,,),,=
50 fF,
neglect all other capacitances.

a ark the important fi-equencies and

